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 As the late, great , put it: "This [SDX] is the closest we’ll ever come to what The Rock Foundry sounded like, to what the bands
sounded like that they booked for that era of rock and roll, and to what that era of rock and roll was about." The SDX features

an all new drum section with a modernized recording studio and a state-of-the-art mixing board. Plus, all previous SDX editions
have been acclaimed as the best drum upgrade kits available and are typically valued at five times their original price. The Rock
Foundry SDX is guaranteed to satisfy all your drum and percussion needs with its comprehensive, genre-spanning collection of
5910 studio-tested, authentic drum sounds recorded by artists from every era of rock. The Rock Foundry SDX is an exclusive
collection of drum and percussion sounds for Pro Tools used exclusively by Rock Foundry to create Rock Foundry's modern,

studio-quality, groundbreaking sound. This all-new collection delivers the next level in production value and realism with
unmatched studio quality drum and percussion sound for live, the studio, or Pro Tools. The Rock Foundry SDX features a

staggering 65 GB of raw, unprocessed drum sounds recorded by arguably the most notable, influential and sought-after . As the
late, great , put it: "This [SDX] is the closest we’ll ever come to what The Rock Foundry sounded like, to what the bands

sounded like that they booked for that era of rock and roll, and to what that era of rock and roll was about." The Rock Foundry
SDX is an exclusive collection of drum and percussion sounds for Pro Tools used exclusively by Rock Foundry to create Rock
Foundry's modern, studio-quality, groundbreaking sound. This all-new collection delivers the next level in production value and

realism with unmatched studio quality drum and percussion sound for live, the studio, or Pro Tools f3e1b3768c
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